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In March this year, TESL NS donated just over $36,000 to the Halifax
Refugee Clinic. The donation came as the result of TESL NS’s change
in status from charity to non-profit, which required the disbursement
of all assets to a registered charity.
I met with the refugee clinic’s Executive Director, Julie Champagne, to learn more about the organization and the impact of our
donation.
We chatted in Julie’s office in the upstairs of the clinic—a
large, welcoming house in Halifax’s North End. Julie offered me a donut from the box sitting on her desk—a gift from a client that morning. Mid-way through a grant application due in two days, she was
surrounded by papers. We wasted no time, and Julie began to fill me
in on the clinic’s work.
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Nominations: TESL NS Board 2019/2020
Get involved in TESL NS – run for a position on the
board of directors!
The TESL NS Annual General Meeting will occur during
the TESL NS Fall Conference. At this time, elections will
be held to choose members of the executive committee for the coming year. As per the TESL NS by-laws,
the nomination committee will present a slate of candidates, and nominations will also be accepted from the
floor. To put forward your candidature for a position
on the executive committee, send an e-mail to info@
teslns.com
____________________
Duties of Officers and
Executive Committee Members
8.01 President
The President shall be the presiding officer of the Association, the Chairperson of the Executive Committee,
and a member, ex-officio, of all committees appointed
by the Executive Committee. The President shall have
general supervision of all matters and affairs of the
Association.
8.02 Vice-president
The Vice-president shall generally assist the President
in his/her duties. In the absence of the President, or
in the event that the President is unable to complete
his/her term of office, the President’s duties shall be
performed by the Vice-president.
8.03 (8.04) Recording and Corresponding Secretary
The Recording and Corresponding Secretary shall have
charge of all archives of the Association, shall prepare
or cause to be prepared and preserved a record of all
meetings of the Association and the Executive Committee. The Recording and Corresponding Secretary
shall write and sign general correspondence in the

name of the Association when authorized to do so by
the Executive Committee.
8.05 Membership Secretary
The Membership Secretary shall process memberships,
keep appropriate records, and manage the membership related activities of the Association.
8.06 Treasurer
The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of all
moneys of the Association, and shall deposit the same
in such bank as shall be designated by the Executive
Committee. The Treasurer shall keep, or cause to be
kept, a proper set of books of account of the Association, and shall exhibit the same to the Executive Committee when required. At the Annual General Meeting
the Treasurer shall submit a report of the financial
position of the Association which may be subject to
audit when requested by the membership.
8.07 Communications Coordinator
The Communications Coordinator shall have charge
of the internal and external communications of TESL
Nova Scotia at such times and in such a manner as
meets with the approval of the Executive Committee.
8.08 Members at Large
The Members at Large shall be responsible for carrying
out special assignments as called upon by the Executive Committee as determined by the needs of the
Association for that current year. They may be called
upon to act for any other Executive Officer except the
President, in the event of that officer’s absence or
inability to fulfill his/her term of office. The Members at
Large shall assume that position until the next Annual
General Meeting of the Association, when elections
shall be held.
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President’s Report
Hello, everyone—
It is my privilege to report to you on the activities of TESL Nova Scotia during 2019. It certainly has
been an interesting year. We dealt with an issue with
our status as a registered charity; some might say we
lost a lot of money, but the good we were able to do
by donating our assets to the Halifax Refugee Clinic,
for many of us, made it feel like a win. While all that
was going on, we continued to do what we do best—
working to provide quality conferences and meetings,
enabling us to grow professionally. Here is a summary:
David Packer, TESL NS President

1. We cleared our obligations with Canada Revenue
Agency, thus dissolving our charitable status and reconstituting into the form we should have always been,
which is as a non-profit organization whose primary
purpose is to serve the interests of its members.
2. One of the outcomes of our extrication from the
clutches of CRA was not so bad; in fact, it was very
good. When faced with a choice of giving a sizable
amount of money to the Canadian government or to a
registered charity with no connections to TESL NS, the
Board, on your behalf, decided to donate $36,000 to
Halifax Refugee Clinic. At this conference, we hope you
will have an opportunity to meet Julie Champagne, the
Executive Director of HRC. We know that our donation
has made a difference.

5. We built on our cooperation with TESL NB, TESL
NFLD, and TESL PEI through the planning of an Atlantic Provinces TESL Conference to take place on April 30,
May 1 and 2, 2020.
6. We had a very successful May Conference in Acadia.
Over 100 participants gathered on the campus for excellent presentations, discussions, networking opportunities and the usual fabulous lunch. Our thanks to the
Acadia crew for another year of superb organization.
7. TESL NS visited the New England TESOL conference
and made a presentation. The New England folks have
been invited to attend the Atlantic Conference.

3. Members ratified a revised By-Laws for the Association, bylaws that not only better address our mission
and goals, but also so comply with our Memorandum of
Association, which also needed to be revised.

8. We are exploring the potential for building a relationship with Eaquals, a British-based (European) accreditation body through our connections with EduNova.

4. We broadened our reach with news, communications, and events outside of Halifax— to Bridgewater
and Baddeck.

Finally, I wanted to tell you that although I will
not be nominating for President again, it is still my
pleasure to offer the following words of thanks. First,
we spent the last year without having on the Board
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Sandra Powell, who served for many years and has
been instrumental in our growth and sustainability.
Thank you, Sandra, for all you have done. Second,
many thanks to our Newsletter Editor, Tracy Franz,
who is taking a well-deserved break from that task.
Several members of the Board—our Treasurer Tony
Caldwell, and Members-at-Large Anna Maier, Shazia
Awan, Amanda Vassallo, and Patricia Buchanan will
not re-offer. I am grateful for their support and dedication. And lastly, I wanted to thank the members of the
Board who will continue on in various capacities: Setsu
Kawahara, Charlene Rockwell, Tony Rusinak, Rachel
Bethune, Tara Gros, Laura MacKenzie, Kate Morrison, and Charlotte Peak.
We have a great organization. You can be part
of the TESL NS Board too as there are positions open:
President, Treasurer, Membership Secretary, and several Member-at-Large positions. Please step up if you
are interested. Nominations are open on the TESL NS
website now.
Regards,
David

2018/2019 TESL NS
Board of Directors
President: David Packer
Vice President: Setsu Crawford-Kawahara
Recording Secretary: Charlene Rockwell
Membership Secretary: Rachael Bethune
Treasurer: Anthony Caldwell
TESL NS Representative to TESL Canada:
Darlene MacInnis
Members at Large: Patricia Buchanan, Tara
Gros, Julie MacDonald, Laura Mackenzie,
Anna Maier, Kate Morrison,
Shazia Nawaz Awan, Charlotte Peak
Communications Coordinator: Tony Rusinak
Newsletter Editor: Tracy Franz
Webmaster: Jennifer MacDonald
Members at Large: Patricia Buchanan,
Tara Gros, Julie MacDonald, Laura Mackenzie,
Anna Maier, Kate Morrison, Shazia Nawaz
Awan, Charlotte Peak
Communications Coordinator: Tony Rusinak
Newsletter Editor: Tracy Franz
Webmaster: Jennifer MacDonald

2019 Fall Conference
November 15 - 16
at Dalhousie University
Theme:

“Building Connections”
For details and registration, go to http://teslns.com
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Making a Difference: Halifax Refugee Clinic

Can you tell me a bit about how and why the clinic
got started?
A local lawyer founded the organization about
20 years ago. Nova Scotia, unlike other provinces,
does not have legal aid for immigration and refugee
matters—so we provided representation for people
who couldn’t afford a private lawyer. We started out of
coffee shops—a grassroots response to this huge gap in
services.
What are the stories of some of the clients you serve?
We serve people from all over the world fleeing
war and persecution. On any given day, we could help a
young Nigerian woman fleeing forced marriage, a Colombian couple threatened by a nationalistic paramilitary group, a Yemeni student who fears being targeted
and recruited by the Houthis, or a Palestinian Syrian
family who are now twice refugees.
We support refugees from the Francophonie of
the world too—it could be a young man from Burundi
who had to flee because his father is a political oppo-

nent, or a young woman from Guinee who is persecuted because of her sexual orientation.
What services does the clinic provide?
While we’re primarily a legal organization, we
also have a robust settlement side. These days wait
times for refugee claim decisions can be many years,
but claimants are not eligible for any federally or
provincially funded immigration settlement services
or English-language-learning (ELL) services. We have
a Settlement Coordinator who advocates for and with
our clients to access income assistance, employment
services, and basically anything that somebody could
need here.
How many clients do you have?
Our numbers, like the number of refugee
claims across the country, have more than doubled
over the past year. This is in part because of the record
number of human rights crises in the world, as well as
the damaging rhetoric and repressive politics that have
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affected immigration and refugee policies in the US and
beyond.
Historically we’ve served 30 to 50 clients a year.
Today, we have 212 active client files—that’s clients at
all stages of the procedure, whether they’ve just arrived
or have their decisions and are applying for permanent
residency. Of those, about 100 clients are currently waiting to go for a hearing in front of the refugee
board.
How is the clinic funded?
Our core funders are the Law Foundation of
Nova Scotia. We apply for grants big and small, but
we’re not always eligible because our clients are not yet
permanent residents. Other than that, it’s private donations. For instance, this house was gifted to us in 2011,
which means we don’t have any overhead with rent and
more of the money we get can go directly to service
provision. Sometimes we put on in-house fundraising
initiatives, although we’re
so busy these days it’s a
bit of a vicious cycle with
that.
What impact will TESL
NS’s donation make?
The donation
comes at a time when
we’ve doubled our clients
but not our funding, so
that’s why it’s so significant. Everyone was in
tears here. That was just
such an amazing financial
boost—and a validation
for us, too. Depending on some of the responses we get
from grants that we’ve applied for, we’re considering
as a board using a portion of the donation for our ELL
program. We always want to be more responsive to
our clients’ needs and learning English is important for
so many reasons—I don’t have to tell you that. People
might have skills and talents to offer that they can’t
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without this vehicle of language, so it’s a barrier to
sharing their talents, feeling pride, and being a part of
the community.
Currently the clinic’s ELL service is not so much
a formal program as an ad hoc response to clients’
individual needs. We have volunteers who teach here at
the clinic and some who meet clients offsite or at their
homes. Obviously it’s not the same as having English all
day every day for weeks, but it’s something.
We’re hoping to get a part-time ELL Co-ordinator to better organize and manage our team of
volunteers, recruit and train new people, and develop
a curriculum. We found out the other day that we were
unsuccessful with a grant application to fund that, so
the TESL donation will likely be able to really help us
with it.
I think I can speak for TESL NS’s members in saying
it’s a privilege to be able to support the work of the
Clinic. Are there any
further ways people
could get involved?
Volunteer!
We’re always looking
for ELL volunteers,
with the caveat that,
until we have a co-ordinator, we don’t
have much in terms of
supervision.
Donate! As
a small organization
without access to
government funding,
private donations are
our lifeblood. More than that, investment from the
community is important to us philosophically. We want
to have people engage with refugee and asylum rights
issues – it’s really a shared responsibility and a privilege.
You can find out more about the clinic at
halifaxrefugeeclinic.org, or join the Facebook page.
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A Reflection on the Teaching of Academic Writing:
Appreciating the Otherness of International Students
by Khalid Al Hariri

International students join their universities abroad
with a lot of enthusiasm. They work very hard to get
accepted to Western academic institutions, considering the competitive nature of admissions in higher
education programs in these countries. These students
also have dreams of a brighter future once they are
equipped with their degrees from the reputable universities of the West and, therefore, they try to do their
best to succeed in their endeavours.
The Challenge of English Academic Writing
Despite their enthusiasm and preparation,
many international students face the challenging task
of producing academic writing in English. The cultural norms of English academic writing can be quite
different from what the students have been used to.
For example, in her autoethnographic study, Li (2017)
reflected on her writing experience when she was a
student in China and compared writing in English to
writing in her first language, Chinese. According to her,
writing in Chinese gave her more space to be creative
both in her thoughts and style because of the figurative

rhetoric, which is considered ambiguous according to
the cultural norms of English academic writing.
Maringe and Jenkins (2015) examined how non-native
English-speaking PhD student writers face twice the
challenge of their native speaker peers because they
are working toward the highest academic degree, and
that requires coming up with innovative and sometimes
complex ideas in a language that is not their own. Even
when these students shape their understanding of
complex ideas in their heads, they may not be able to
express them in a way that makes sense to their instructors, supervisors, or examining committees.
Furthermore, students who come from
non-Western cultures may not easily cope with the
skeptical nature of Western argumentation. These
students may take previous scholarly work for granted,
which is why many instructors complain about their
international students’ lack of questioning skills and
critical thinking (Xu & Li, 2018). Students in Western
institutions are encouraged to be critical of the claims,
arguments, suggestions, data, results, and conclusions
of their own and other people’s work
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Is English Academic Writing the Same Everywhere?
English academic writing differs from one
English speaking country to the other. For example, a
British journal would generally accept a paper written
with a limited amount of data, whereas an American
journal would not consider such a paper for publication.
Journals published outside of the inner circle in the English language may also have their own criteria for acceptance. A very clear example is the Journal of TESOL
Asia (Australia) and all of its affiliate publications. It is
stated in their submission guidelines that they are open
to accept research articles reflecting the “wide variety
of cultural and academic backgrounds” and that “every
effort will be made to accept different rhetorical styles
of writing” (para. 1). Therefore, it can be concluded
that there is no universally agreed upon form of English
academic writing.
Implications for Students and Teachers
Now the question is, are we preparing our students, especially at the graduate level, to succeed only
in their exams in the specific university context where
they are studying? Or are we exposing them to a wider
variety of English academic writing styles/cultures?
Clearly we need to move beyond only teaching genres
and techniques for a very specific context. Academic
writing instructors should be accepting and responsive
to the otherness of international students. What these
students are doing should not necessarily be labelled
as wrong, but as different. What one journal may reject
could be accepted by another, and students need to
know where to publish their work when they write in a
certain manner.
Above all, rather than learning strict rules,
which can be different from one place to another, students need help in developing their ideas and making
them clear.
References
Li, X. (2017). Genre and rhetoric awareness in academic
writing instruction: Personal narrative and comparative
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analysis. Asian EFL Journal, 18(3), 122-142.
Maringe, F. & Jenkins, J. (2015). Stigma, tension, and apprehension: The academic writing experience of international students. The International Journal of Educational
Management, 29(5), 609-626.
Submission guidelines (n. d.). The Journal of English as an
International Language. Retrieved from https://www.eilj.
com/submissions/
Xu, X. & Li, X. (2018). Teaching academic writing through a
process-genre approach: A pedagogical exploration of an
EAP program in China. The Electronic Journal for English
as a Second Language, 22(2).

________________
Khalid Al Hariri is a PhD student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of Newfoundland. He has
been teaching EFL and ESP in a variety of contexts since
2008. His research interests include issues of NNEST,
World Englishes, ELF, culture and language, and writing.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
TESL NS NEWSLETTER
We are currently accepting
feature articles, news, reviews,
lesson plans, PD opportunities,
photos, and other items to be
included in the Spring 2020
newsletter.
Please send your submissions to
editor@teslns.com
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TESL NS Spring Conference 2019 Roundtable Report

IELTS—Is it fair?
by David Boehm

“Fools rush in where angels
fear to tread.” With this bit of
wit Alexander Pope skewered
some of the literary critics
of his day. I recently played
the part of such a fool at the
TESL NS Conference, hosting
a roundtable on the topic:
IELTS—Is it fair? Admittedly,
my knowledge of IELTS proficiency testing was scanty: my
experience of the test came
from conversations with students of mine who had taken
the test, as well as Wikipedia,
the IELTS website, various
online posts, blogs, and so on. I
was not unlike Pope’s “learned
blockhead ignorantly read, /
With loads of learned lumber
in his head.” So, in fact, the
secret purpose of the roundtable was to turn my load of lumber into something more
useful to myself and my students. As such, I am grateful
for the participants who shared their many years of
experience with IELTS testing, who educated my ignorance with their learned opinions.

Is IELTS Fair?
Who can deny that the screening of academic candidates for language proficiency is needed? If
screening is necessary, some process, some test, is
indicated. When we ask, then, if IELTS is fair, we should

consider that fairness is a relative, not an absolute quality.
That is, we must also ask,
“fair, compared to what?”
A critique of IELTS testing
implies a responsibility to
present or at least entertain
alternatives.

Key Concerns
So let’s begin with the
litany of complaints voiced by
test-takers and other IELTS
critics:
• Even competent (and
accomplished) native language users often fall short
of entrance-level band scores
in testing (especially the
entrance requirements for
graduate programs).
• IELTS evaluations are not
consistent globally—or even school to school, or tester to tester.
• The test is prohibitively expensive and results expire
in two years’ time.
• Many testing centres double as for-profit IELTS-tutoring centres, allowing the criticism that these
centres stand to benefit from their pupils’ stalled
progress.
• Often well-qualified graduate program candidates—
perhaps even uniquely-qualified candidates—are disqualified for entrance to programs due to falling short
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of an acceptable score by half of a band score.

Shouldn’t High-Level Native Speakers Be Able to
Pass?
Of these concerns, perhaps the most damning complaint leveled against using IELTS is the fact
that advanced native-English users frequently earn
band scores that would disqualify prospective foreign
students from entrance to graduate programs. In one
case documented online, Jay—an Australian English
language instructor with a master’s degree in Linguistics—received a 6.5 band score for writing on his first
IELTS attempt. He knew enough of the test to diagnose
his writing short-coming: he suspected that he had not
used enough transitions of the “moreover,” and “however” variety, as by established habit and style he tends
toward terse, concise sentences. Remedying this on his
second attempt, he scored a 7.5.
Jay’s experience certainly fails to prove “unfairness,” but suggests that there is a particular IELTS writing style template that must be internalized for success
with the test. Is this style actually reflective of academic
success? One participant suggested just that, saying
that even though some people who “should” pass will
fall short, and others who “shouldn’t” pass will succeed,
overall, universities find that over large volumes of
applicants, IELTS band scores are predictive of academic success. The fact then that advanced native-English
users sometimes fail to rate as language-competent
by the IELTS test is therefore a red herring, since it is
admitted that any such sorting system will have the
potential to be perceived as unfair at the scale of the
individual. Statistics speak.

Evaluation—Is It Consistent?
The second objection is frequently commented
on in online forums: this is that IELTS evaluations are
not consistent by country of testing. This is something
I’ve heard anecdotally as well—that being evaluated
by someone who shares your native language will earn
you higher band scores. Concerns over inconsistency,
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prejudice—even corruption—in evaluation are not easily disproved or overcome, but do burden test-takers.
Feedback on this question at the roundtable was that
such rumours and concerns are the inevitable downside
to having a test with the universality and transferability the IELTS has. IELTS does go to some lengths to
standardize evaluation, and offers an appeal process
for test-takers concerned about the objectivity of their
evaluation. Perhaps as more IELTS test-takers are
accommodated by computer testing, this concern will
diminish; or, perhaps computer-testing will raise new
questions of fairness.

Costs and Conflicts
Questions of cost and conflict dovetail: prospective students shell out for tutoring at a language
school, then for testing. When a target band score is
not achieved—and if their finances allow—they press
repeat. It is understandable that students begin to feel
like cash cows—this, even before they begin to pay the
foreign student rate for university tuition. The response
to the concern over cost from a participant in the
roundtable was that, while acknowledging the expense
of language testing and instruction is high, the benefits
of the test preparation process far exceed language
acquisition. Indeed, it may well be that the ancillary
benefits of language proficiency testing preparation are
those that drive the statistics supporting the test as a
predictor of academic success. With regard to concerns
over conflicts of interest, test-takers do have the opportunity to choose from a variety of testing and tutoring
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environments—private school or university-based—and
while IELTS has become a gatekeeper to many academic placements, there is no for-profit monopoly of test
administration striking at the heart of the test’s credibility.

Does It Test Everything It Should Test?
The last complaint, that IELTS band scores are
used in a binary fashion to screen applicants is to me
the most credible and concerning critique. Suppose
for a moment that there was a standardized test given
to prospective language instructors. Suppose that
the results of this test were used to screen applicants
irrespective of their expertise, experience, personality,
motivation, and teaching repertoire. Would language
instructors see such a hiring tool as fair or sensible? I
think most of us believe there is a human element in
hiring that is essential and irreducible to standardized
testing. True, presumably, this hypothetical test, if it
was worth its salt, would be predictive of a high caliber
of teaching and interpersonal skills—but I think we
would still perceive that something essential was missing in such a process.
Professors, according to one participant at the
roundtable, complain that despite the language-proficiency criteria, many foreign students often lack the
capacity to participate and fulfill the requirements of
coursework and fully engage in academic discussion.
But could it also be that these concerns of professors
are revealing the inadequacy of a single test to gauge
the students’ capacity to engage with academic coursework? Could it be that a selection process that was
more holistic, where band scores were weighed against
capacity for critical-thinking, volunteer or work experience—and other indicators of student maturity and
diligence—would better select successful candidates
and improve the academic culture at universities and
colleges?

Some Final Considerations
We all know that processed food is bad for us.
Could it be that over-reliance on tests as the arbiters of
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opportunities creates processed cultures—cultures of
conformity and compliance where all the “moreovers”
and “howevers” sing from the same hymnal? One comment from the roundtable that struck home for me was
that, “[language proficiency testing] is a dirty process
and we [the universities] don’t have to take part. . . we
just use the results.” In other words, academics understand that these kinds of tests are blunt instruments
that do damage, but since sorting is necessary, institutions avert their gaze and use the results. Do they ever
ask what is lost in the process?
For many students applying to graduate
programs, the standard 7.0+ band score requirement
can pose an almost impenetrable barrier. The time and
expense of achieving such a band score work against
the candidate. The unique talents and expertise of
applicants with borderline scores are the casualties in
this battle of attrition. “Language criteria and standards
prevent people from buying their way into Canada, and
Canadian institutions,” one of the roundtable participants argued. True that, but money also buys tutoring,
testing opportunities, and time.
Another participant argued that “language
testing can’t meet all people all the time at every point
in their needs; it’s a standard for a reason.” Indeed,
there needs to be standards. But this should never
stop us from asking questions about the systems used
to sort us into groups of the included and the excluded. The work of determining fairness is not left to the
angels, who may or may not walk among us, but to us
humans, foolish and wise.
Reference
https://blog.e2language.com/impossible-ielts-writing-test/

_____________________
David Boehm (B.Ed.) taught English in Hiroshima, Japan,
in the 1990s. He has taught with the public school system, and is currently an adult educator working for the
Colchester Adult Learning Association.
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TESL NS Community Voices

Comments from the 2019 Rural Meetups
by Tara Gros

Five minutes past
the scheduled start
of English class with no students in sight and I redirect
my doubts by double-checking my materials. Mobile
whiteboard? Check. Photocopies? Check. Ten minutes
past and I start tinkering with my class plan. Fifteen
minutes later with none of the registered Newcomers
on the horizon, I’m wishing there was a staff room at
the rural community centre where I teach outreach
classes. More disheartening than the perennially late
students and low resources, is the lack of support from
fellow teachers. There’s no staff room, never a postclass drink or coffee with a colleague, no one to complain to or laugh with. No day-to-day support.
The Newcomers in the above scenario eventually do show up when their concept of time aligns with
mine and we connect through universal means, have
a lovely class and it seems, over time, their English
improves.
In November 2018, I joined the TESL NS Board
with a curiosity to see if other rural EAL teachers were
experiencing something similar. After looking at the
distribution of membership across the province we noted, as a Board, that the membership was mostly concentrated in Halifax and Wolfville. As the two locations
conventionally used for the twice-yearly conferences
this was self-explanatory. The questions arising though,

were if I were out
there teaching rural
EAL classes and feeling lonely as a teacher, how many
more were there and where might they be located?
Also, if there are other rural EAL teachers, why don’t
they join TESL NS?
Without a concrete, specific mandate designed specifically for rural teachers, the Board wasn’t
prepared to back anything formal, and I hadn’t enough
time or knowledge of the situation to put forward a
proper proposal, so it was agreed that I would conduct
informal “conversations” across the province. Not
the most definitive of purposes but as a province of
kitchen partiers, I sincerely couldn’t imagine anywhere
else was the place to start with rural Nova Scotians.
We talk, live, and party in the kitchen so in my mind it
was best to start over tea or coffee—perhaps at future
meetups some of us will move on to the cider and ale.
The ever upbeat and diligent TESL NS Communications Executive Tony Rusniak supported the
initial need for contacts by posting the first date and
place chosen on the TESL NS Facebook page as well
as via communications bulletin. Enough contacts were
made through these means that by the time the first
group came together, we’d already been contacted by
other EAL teachers throughout the province and plans
were underway for other location meetups.
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And so, in February, a group met in Bridgewater
to share their experiences working in rural Nova Scotia
as EAL professionals. The subsequent meetups that followed included Truro in May, and Baddeck in early June.
I opened each meetup with an explanation of
who I was and how my curiosity had led me there. I
then invited everyone present to introduce themselves
and share some of their experience working in EAL to
the extent that they were comfortable. It took mere
minutes in each of the three meetups to discern I was in
the company of professionals who cared deeply about
their students in their roles as EAL teachers or support
workers. While the working contexts for those present
were not always similar, the experience often was.
Most reported working directly with Newcomer adults
or their children and all were open to ways to support
their students. I often heard a need for supporting the
students rather than a desire to support the teachers.
Those present included an NSCC curriculum teacher,
public school teachers and teachers who previously
served as public school teachers, online tutors, outreach teachers, and non-teaching support professionals.
I learned that rural EAL teaching is a rewarding
job for many teachers—most of the time. Personalized,
one-to-one contact with students and often their families means that the relationships that rural communities
are based on are made stronger through the inclusive,
integrated actions of the teachers involved. The shared
examples of this included stories of teachers being
involved in birthday and wedding parties, graduation
ceremonies, house buying preparations, and my own
example of having been invited to a student’s Canadian
Citizenship ceremony.
I also learned that the Department of Education and YMCA Y-REACH do a good job of supporting
the PD requirements of their teachers for those based
rurally and otherwise. Teachers working for these organizations shared examples of strong and continuing
support. Other professionals present knew of online
supports and most knew of the TESL NS conferences.
When presented with the question of how the
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TESL NS Board could support them, most were satisfied with attending the conferences and reported to me
that they came out to the meetup more out of a curiosity “to see what we were up to” than for the support
that I had presumed brought me to them. There was no
resentment about the location of the two TESL conferences, but a suggestion was made at the Baddeck
meetup that an occasional TESL NS conference held
at St. Francis Xavier or Cape Breton Universities might
provide variety to the TESL PD schedule in Nova Scotia.
Others suggested that they “might” be interested in
activity swap events like those that Rachel Bethune, of
the TESL NS Membership Committee, holds occasionally at pubs in Halifax.
“Might” was a commonly used modal spoken
at every meetup I held and brings this article to its
final salient point. The biggest takeaway from the rural
meetups is that rural EAL teachers in Nova Scotia are
not easily defined as rural and thus needing support.
If those in attendance at the meetups this year are
representative of their fellow teachers, then rural EAL
teachers are doing just fine and are in little need of
emotional support. Instead, it’s the very real difficulties
of distance and weather which prevent rural people
from committing too far in advance to an event or
gathering. The torrential rain that kept all but one away
from the meetup in Truro made this point very clear.
Still, the TESL NS Board is committed to the
idea of providing support to its current and future rural
membership, no matter what the weather brings, but
we need to hear constituent voices informing us what
their interests are. If you are a rural based teacher, we’d
love to hear from you. Please contact the Board at the
general contacts on our webpage at https://teslns.com/
contact/. If you’d like to comment or engage on any of
the points made in this article, feel free to contact me
directly at taragros7@gmail.com
_____________________
Tara Gros is a TESL NS Member at Large and an EAL
instructor based out of Bridgewater.
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CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS
TESL NS NEWSLETTER
We are currently accepting feature
articles, news, reviews, lesson
plans, PD opportunities, photos,
and other items to be included in
the Spring 2020 newsletter.
Please send your submissions to
editor@teslns.com
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Announcements
TESL NS is currently seeking
our next Newsletter Editor.
Duties include the following:
•Contact and consult with potential contributors.
•Collect, vet, format, and place content.
•Edit for quality and newsletter style.
•Ensure material is relevant to the TESL NS community.
•Adhere to copyright law and other best practices in publishing.
•Build and publish in Adobe InDesign (or similar).
•Publish twice a year, shortly before TESL NS Fall and
Spring conferences.
•Liaise with Webmaster and Communications Coordinator; share newsletter via TESL NS social media platforms.
Send letter of interest and resume to the TESL NS
Board of Directors (president@teslns.com).

2019 Fall Conference

TESL
Atlantic Canada
Conference

“Building Connections”

Save the date!

November 15 - 16, 2019
Dalhousie University

April 30 - May 2, 2020
Dalhousie University
A collaborative event coordinated
by TESL NS, TESL NB, and TESL NL
More details to come!

For details and registration,
go to http://teslns.com

Go to http://teslns.com/atlantic-conference-2020/
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Pronunciation Teaching and the Lexical Approach
by Maximiliano Orlando
Introduction
It has been
argued that “[…] the Lexical Approach has little
to say about pronunciation” (Brown, 2014:
170). True—the Lexical
Approach may not have
said much about pronunciation, as it seems to have focused on the interrelationship between vocabulary, meaning, and grammar.
However, has this approach put forward any ideas that
may be relevant to pronunciation teaching? I think it
has, and in this article I shall explain why.
The Lexical Approach has proposed a teaching
model that differs from the traditional Presentation,
Practice, and Production (PPP) model of Communicative Language Teaching (Sample, 2014). This model
consists in an “[…] ‘Observe, Hypothesize and Experiment’ cycle […]” (Sample, 2014: 273). How can the
Observe, Hypothesize, and Experiment (OHE) model
be applied to pronunciation teaching? I shall provide an
example after briefly referring to the presentation of
pronunciation features in American EFL/ESL textbooks.

Pronunciation in American EFL/ESL Textbooks
While looking at the pronunciation sections of
American EFL/ESL textbooks (see, for example, the list
of references below), I observed that textbook authors
employ a variety of techniques to present pronunciation features. Two of the most interesting ones, in
my opinion, are the use of visuals, e.g. arrows to show
intonation patterns, and the use of different types of
letters, e.g. capital letters to show stress. However,
these techniques are often accompanied by titles or
explanations that describe the pronunciation features

in question explicitly.
It could be argued that
the explicit presentation of pronunciation
features has a lot of advantages. For example,
it is a time-saving tool
as it can be regarded as
a shortcut to becoming
familiar with pronunciation rules.
Nonetheless, it could also be argued that if
this were the only way of dealing with pronunciation in
a given EFL/ESL class, learning English pronunciation
would risk becoming a monotonous activity. Owing to
this, and with a view to encouraging learners’ involvement in learning pronunciation, I propose combining
PPP pronunciation activities appearing in EFL/ESL
textbooks with others matching an OHE-oriented
model. The following sequence will illustrate this.

An OHE-oriented Pronunciation Sequence
Before moving onto the sequence itself, it
should be said that, whenever a teaching model is suggested, different interpretations may lead to different
versions of it. Nunan’s (2004) assertion that Communicative Language Teaching “[…] consists of a family
of approaches” (Nunan, 2004: 7) may illustrate this
situation.
As regards the OHE model itself, Sample
(2004) cites Lewis (1993) and explains that this model
relies on large amounts of language input. As a result,
notwithstanding the fact that there may be different
interpretations concerning the way the OHE model
could be applied to teaching spoken English (indeed,
mine is just one), it could be claimed that, while using
an OHE sequence to teach pronunciation, this input
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should not be dismissed. One reason for this is the absence of a presentation stage in this type of sequence.
It should be added that, owing to the advantages of
frequent exposure to a given language while learning
it (see, for example, Torres Ramírez, 2012), revisiting
spoken language input would come in useful in the
process of becoming a proficient speaker of the English
language. Consequently, the following sequence may
not end up being a one-off activity, but one that could
relate to other sequences dealing with silent letters.
Indeed, the target pronunciation item in this
sequence is the silent t in the contracted form don’t. It
should be noted that in the first stage of an equivalent
PPP sequence there should be some explicit reference
to rules. A case in point is that, in fast speech, the letter
t can be silent when don’t precedes a verb starting with
a consonant sound, e.g. don’t swallow. In the proposed
OHE sequence, by contrast, the learners discover this
feature of spoken English (see table 1).

Table 1 OHE sequence: Silent t in don’t
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Conclusion
It could be claimed that both the listen and
repeat model of the Audio-lingual approach and the
PPP model of Communicative Language Teaching have
had a very strong influence on pronunciation teaching.
Because of this, I suggest combining the use of any innovative activities that EFL/ESL textbooks contain with
others which reflect approaches that might not have
said much about pronunciation teaching but whose
principles may apply to it, e.g. the Lexical approach. It
is hoped that this may avoid monotonous repetition
and encourage learners’ involvement while learning
pronunciation.
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_____________________
Maximiliano E. Orlando holds a degree in English
Language Teaching, a master’s degree in Linguistics:
Language Didactics, and a PhD: Language and Literature
Didactics Programme. He has taught EFL/ESL in
Argentina, Canada, and Spain.
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Addressing Dyslexia in the EAL Classroom
by Jessica Leslie
Is it b or d?
What is the first thing you think of when you
hear the word “dyslexia”? Flipping letters? Reading
“backwards”? Struggling reader? How would you feel if
I told you that dyslexia isn’t a reading problem at all?

Say what?
Dyslexia is not
a visual problem (per
se), even though it
may present itself that
way when students
appear to be transposing letters like b, d, p,
and q. The fact is that
students with dyslexia
see letters and words
the same way those of
us without dyslexia do
[1].

Then what is it?
It is actually an auditory processing, or phonological, problem. Dyslexia is neurobiological in origin
and it affects multiple processes, but most severely the
ability to manipulate language. This “makes it difficult
to decode words accurately and fluently, as well as
making spelling very difficult” [1].

So why do they flip letters?
Humour me a moment. If I put a chair in front
of you and asked what it was, what would you say? A
chair, right? What if I turned it the opposite way? Still
a chair. And if I turned it upside down? Yep, still a chair.
If you don’t know its function (or in language terms, its

phonological sound), it doesn’t matter which way you
turn it, it’s still a chair. Until you know that the “chair”
only operates a certain way, it won’t matter which way
you turn the shape because in your mind they are all
the same. Sound and sight are intimately connected
in that letters are the
visual representation of
sound. It follows then,
that if a person cannot
compute the sound, at
best, they will have a
hard time connecting
the sound to its representative symbol. Further, because dyslexia
can inhibit the manipulation of language, they
will confuse two similarly formed symbols.
At worst, they will not
make the connection
that letters represent sounds at all.

But wait, there’s more!
Remember how I said dyslexia is neurobiological? What
that means is letter formation and sounds aren’t the
only process affected. Dyslexia can directly impact half
a dozen other processes as well. Things like [2]:
• Organizational processes—getting ideas on paper,
keeping papers organized and tidy
• Listening—can find background noise extremely distracting, hard time hearing words that rhyme
• Spelling—similar sounds cause confusion, can’t
remember what words look like, can’t “hear” sounds
correctly
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• Reading—losing place in the text, confused by a busy
page, needing to re-read multiple times before moving
on
• Motor control—difficulty copying, co-ordination problems, handwriting difficulties, line writing
• Spacial and temporal awareness—can get lost easily,
right/left confusion, difficulty telling time
• Memory difficulties—sequencing, dates, reading
tables

But how is that different from any beginner
student?
Any literacy student may have challenges in
one or more of these areas, but a dyslexic student will
have trouble in many. These troubles persist well past
when other literacy students have worked through
their challenges; the dyslexic student cannot move past
them. Traditional instruction methods will seem to have
little to no effect on their progress.

So where do I start?
Teach phonics first. Now, if I shared this suggestion in a public school setting, it would be like dropping
a bolder in the middle of a calm pond. Remember dyslexia is primarily a sound problem, not a sight problem.
So get back to teaching explicit phonics rather than
whole/sight word teaching. I am not like some militant
“phonics only” authors I have read (those people are
scary!). I believe there is a lot of value in sight words for
the most commonly used words, especially those that
don’t sound anything like they are written! However,
if the student is going to struggle with the sounds, it
follows that sounds are what need the most focus.
While doing research on this topic for one of my
clients, I stumbled on a link through Dyslexia International [3]. I found out that the UK abandoned the
“whole language” movement 20 years ago. For the past
two decades they have been using a phonics-based
curriculum in their elementary schools. The great thing
is you can find the entire thing online for free [4]. And
because it is the national curriculum, there are tons of
resources, blogs, and activities to find online. One good
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one I discovered is called phonicsplay.co.uk. It breaks
everything up into very manageable chunks that are
easy to follow. What is fascinating about this framework is that it doesn’t teach the sounds in traditional
alphabetical order. Each week it takes four sounds that
look distinctly different, sound distinctly different, and
are produced in different parts of the mouth.
I can tell you from personal experience that this
works. I introduced this method to a profoundly dyslexic client who had been in the program for just over two
years with very little progress and no one could quite
figure out why. And while we took two months to do
the first set (rather than one week), the client started
successfully sounding out and reading cvc words. In.
Two. Months.

OK—phonics. Got it. What else?
There is a good amount of research that tells us
that specific fonts can help dyslexic learners distinguish
different words more easily [5]. Dyslexie is known to be
the easiest for those with dyslexia to read, but it must
be purchased. Open Dyslexic comes in second and it is
free! It weights the bottom of words and utilizes bolder
lines to differentiate the shapes of commonly confused
letters, as opposed to fonts with equally weighted lines
for all letters. And last, Comic Sans is reported as easier
to read [5].
Adding more spacing between lines will help
too. Many of our texts or handouts can have a lot of
visual “noise.” The more white space on the page, the
less to distract the eye from losing its place.
Familiarize yourself with a program called
Handwriting Without Tears [6]. While not free, this
program teaches writing formation by grouping letters
that are small together, tall together, and fall together.
It focuses explicitly on teaching directionality, which we
know is a challenge for those with dyslexia. If you can
find someone locally who knows this program, I highly
recommend bringing them in for a workshop.
If you are lucky enough to be allowed to print
in colour, highlight important parts of information/instructions with either a different colour or in a text box
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to draw the reader’s attention and keep it from all
blending together on the page.
Finally, use multi-sensory teaching strategies!
Use the other senses to create more associations
(and more neural connections) with the letter(s) or
words. Use different kinds of visuals, movements,
and sounds. Use picture dictionaries, graphic novels,
audio books, and sandpaper for tracing letters with
their fingers. Dust off those old TPR activities. Break
out videos from the file drawer. Warm up your vocal
chords for some good old jazz chants. I promise,
these won’t just help students with dyslexia. It will
help your whole class!
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